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PREFACE

The activities of the International Conference is in line and very appropriate with the vision and mission of Bandar Lampung University (UBL) to promote training and education as well as research in these areas.

On behalf of the First International Conference of Education and Language (ICEL 2013) organizing committee, we are very pleased with the very good responses especially from the keynote speakers and from the participants. It is noteworthy to point out that about 80 technical papers were received for this conference.

The participants of the conference come from many well known universities, among others: University of Wollongong, NSW Australia, International Islamic University Malaysia, Kyoto University (Temple University (Osaka), Japan - Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, India - West Visayas State University College of Agriculture and Forestry, Lambunao, Iloilo, Philippine - Bahcesehir University, Istanbul, Turkey - The Higher Institute of Modern Languages, Tunisia - University of Baku, Azerbaijan - Sarhad University, KPK, Pakistan - Medical Sciences English Language Teacher Foundation Program, Ministry of Health, Oman - Faculty School of Arts and Sciences, Banga, Aklan Philippines - Sultan Ageng Tirtayasa, Banten, - Pelita Harapan University, Jakarta - STIBA Saraswati Denpasar, Bali - University of Muhammadiyah Yogyakarta - Ahmad Dahlan University Yogyakarta - Sriwijaya University, Palembang - Islamic University of Malang - IAIN Raden Fatah Palembang - Universitas Diponegoro, Semarang, Indonesia - Universitas Haluoleo Kendari - State Islamic University of Sunan Gunung Djati, Bandung - Tadulako University, Central Sulawesi - Sanata Dharma University - Lampung University and Open University.

I would like to express my deepest gratitude to the International Advisory Board members, sponsors and also to all keynote speakers and all participants. I am also grateful to all organizing committee and all of the reviewers who contribute to the high standard of the conference. Also I would like to express my deepest gratitude to the Rector of Bandar Lampung University (UBL) who gives us endless support to these activities, so that the conference can be administrated on time.

Bandar Lampung, 30 January 2013

Mustofa Usman, Ph.D
ICEL 2013 Chairman
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CURRICULUM IMPROVEMENT
FOR BETTER INDONESIAN EDUCATION:
A RECONSTRUCTED PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION REVISITED

A. Dr. Udin Saripudin Winataputra, M.A.¹, B. Riza AlRakhman, M.Pd¹
¹ Faculty of Teacher Training and Education, Open University, Indonesia

Abstract

It is generally accepted that curriculum can be considered as a progressively modifiable ideas, plan, and reality. For Indonesian education to catch up with current scientific and technological progresses as well as changing Indonesian society’s needs, the central government’s efforts to continually improve the school curricula have been undergone recently. It is hoped the new curricula would be able to fulfill the Middle Range National Development Plan mission which call for revisiting all the better thoughts and efforts to improve the existing 2006 school-based curricula or the KTSP (Kurikulum Tingkat Satuan Pendidikan) curricula. This article analyzes foundational ideas and principles which could explain the why, what, how the improvement of the existing curricula are urgently needed. Conceptual analysis will be applied to look into all national foundational imperatives which call for improving school curricula as well as asking all national education stakeholders to enhance both national concern and collaboration for the betterment of future Indonesian generation through building and implementing quality education, primarily that for schools.

Key Concepts:
Curriculum; modifiable ideas, plan and reality; national imperatives; foundational ideas; school-based curricula; national concerns and collaboration; quality education.

1. INTRODUCTION

The national commitment to build nation and character has been known to be one of the Indonesian national goals. Explicitly, the Preamble of the 1945 Constitution has emphasized the development of intelligent Indonesian wellbeing, which then it has been fully adopted as the ultimate goal of the national system of Indonesian education. It is for achieving such fundamental goal that along the history of Indonesian education the government has developed and implemented some school curricula sequentially as those depicted in the following Figure.

![Figure 1. Historical line of Curriculum Implementation in Indonesia since 1945-2012](image-url)
This article analyzes foundational ideas and principles which could explain why, what, how we should improve the existing curricula. Conceptual analysis will be applied to look into all national foundational imperatives which call for improving school curricula as well as asking all national education stakeholders to enhance both national concern and collaboration for the betterment of future Indonesian generation through building and implementing quality education, primarily that for schools.

The following questions are formulated to focus analysis and discussion.

1. What challenges in both national and world communities need to be considered in improving the school curricula for Indonesian educational system?
2. What strategies of curriculum improvement which are likely to answer challenges for the betterment of Indonesian education?
3. How could we understand the profile of the 2013 Curriculum improvement?

2. CHALLENGES FOR THE BETTERMENT OF INDONESIAN EDUCATION

The amount of 10 (ten) school curricula have been implemented within nearly seven decades of the Indonesian educational system. All ten curricula were developed at the national level and implemented nationally at school level throughout Indonesia. Except for the 1973 Curriculum which was developed through research and development strategy, the other 9 curricula were developed through management model (Wheeler:1972) i.e. the curricula were developed by applying top-down strategy in the Ministry of Education at the national level. The 1994 Curriculum and the 1997 Curriculum (Revised Version of the 1994 Curriculum) were developed and implemented in accordance with the 1989 National System of Education Act, which emphasizes the national-based curriculum. The 2004 Curriculum and the 2006 Curriculum were the curricula developed according to the National Education Act No. 20/2003. Both curricula were developed by way of applying competency-based curriculum development.

The 2006 Curriculum, then has commonly been called the school-based curriculum (KTSP=Kurikulum Tingkat Satuan Pendidikan). The idea of KTSP was mandated by the National Education Act No.20/2003 and to some degree were also inspired by local autonomy as it is applied in accordance with the Local Government Act No. 22/1997 which was revised through The Local Government Act No. 32/2004. Both Acts promote local autonomy at the region/municipality. It was then followed by decentralization of education according to the Education Act No. 20/2003. The National government hold the imperative that the national concern of education were basically endorsed through national standards of education. Within that context, the national government also is mandated by The Education Act (Article 38) with the authority to develop the Basic Framework and Structure of curricula. Whereas the operational curriculum has become the authority of each of school unit, and legally named as school-based curriculum (KTSP).

Having been implemented around six years, the 2006 Curricula are considered less relevant to the future challenges of Indonesian education. The subject-matter curricula which have implemented around sixty years, beginning with the 1945 Curriculum up to the 1997 Curriculum, need to be changed to the competency-based curriculum. Such curriculum design used to be piloted through the 2004 Curriculum and the 2006 Curriculum. However, both curricula eventhough they were called competency-based curriculum, in fact they essentially applied the subjent-matter driven competencies. So, both curricula imply in themselves a paradoxical design.

Philosophically, all curricula implemented so far, predominantly used perenialism and essentialism mindsets which fundamentally treat the curriculum as a subordinate of well tested values and academic traditions.(Brameld, 1965, Oliva,1988). Academically continuous changing of curricula is nothing strange, it is natural. The writer shares the ideas that curriculum can be considered as a progressively modifiable ideas, plan, and reality (Tyler,1949; Taba, 1962; Stenhouse,1975; Cohen and Deer, 1977; and Oliva,1986). Sociologically, curriculum changes should normally be congruent with changing needs and development in society. Here, the writer share with constructionism mindset, advocating curriculum to suit to community needs and development (Brameld, 1965; Oliva, 1988). It is also inspired by the ideas dealing with commitment to deal with 21st-Century Schools (Schrum and Levin:2009). On the other hand, competency-based curriculum which is basically advocated by progressivism, requires the curriculum nothing to be subordinate of well tested values and/or academic domains, but in reversed subject matters are subordinate of curriculum. In other words, the competencies needed should decide the curriculum, not in reversed. The 21st century education, requires the curriculum which are driven by the 21st Century’s needed competencies.

Looking into the constitutional imperatives, as mandated in Article 2, 3, and 4 in The National System of Education No 20/2003, it is clearly understood that philosphically, the Indonesian educational system mix together eclectically all for mindsets, i.e. perenialism, essentialism, progressivism, and reconstructionism, which Brameld (1965) advocates as reconstructed philosophy of education. The National System of Education is based on and oriented to the development the great oughts/values, academic values, individual potentials, and community development needs. It is time to revisit and restrengthen such philosohical foundations.
For Indonesian education to catch up with current scientific and technological progresses as well as changing Indonesian society’s needs, the central government’s efforts to continually improve the school curricula have been undergone recently. It is hoped the new curricula would be able to fulfill the Middle Range National Development Plan mission which call for revisiting all the better thoughts and efforts to improve the existing 2006 school-based curricula or the KTSP curricula. In addition, it is also argued that in achieving the era of 100 year Indonesian Independence in 2045, there will be unprecedented great number of productive age population, commonly called a demographic bonus. It is the responsibility of educational system to educate the great number of productive age population to become competent and responsible citizens. Any failure to do so, the demographic bonus will inescapably become the socio-cultural disaster. Of course, it must be no one among Indonesian who expect such a catastrophic dream. A shared national commitment with sustainable government and public efforts to prepare great Indonesia, must be strengthened.

The following is the illustration of demographic challenge for Indonesian education system to cope with. (After Ministry of National Education and Culture:2012)

3. STRATEGIES FOR IMPROVING INDONESIAN EDUCATION.

Having considered all challenges faced by the national Educational System, both internally and externally, the Government, in this case Ministry of Education and Culture has set up three main strategies, as follows.
1. Extending the 9 year compulsory education (Primary and middle school education) introduced beginning 1994, with universal high school education to which will be introduced step wisely beginning 2013. So the length of schooling later should gradually become 12 years.
2. Extending the length of stay in school around 2-6 hours per week in order to facilitate students to get various learning experiences leading to the improvement of the effectiveness of teaching.
3. Increasing the effectiveness and meaningfulness of learning by way of improving teaching and learning processes through the application of various modes of active learning.

The following figure describes a conceptual framework for the betterment of Indonesian education.
Why do we need to increase the effectiveness and meaningfulness of learning?

One definition of learning proposed by Kolb (1986) is interesting to be discussed. It is understood that education is a process of building knowledge through transformation of experience. It means that the improvement in students’ learning experiences will contribute to quality students’ competencies. So systematic efforts need to be done in order that learning experiences the students actively involved in will get more effective and meaningful. Such condition need to be sustained in order that students’ understanding as well as retention should increase progressively. At school level efforts need to be done to make sure that learning environment as well as school management are congruently contributive to student learning.

The enhancement of the 9-year compulsory education has continually been done since 1994. Meanwhile, the introduction of 12-year universal education will be commenced this year 2013. Recent curriculum development has been designed to increase the effectiveness and meaningfulness of learning.

The whole design for increasing the effectiveness and meaningfulness of learning is depicted in the following figure.
Holistically, the process of curriculum development applied in developing the Curriculum 2013 is described in the following Framework.

![Framework of Curriculum Development](image)

Figure 4: General Framework of Curriculum Development

All efforts made through curriculum development have been designed to produce educated people who possess high valued characteristics, i.e. religious and wellbehaved persons, successful learners, selfconfident persons, responsible citizens, and civilization underpinners. It is within such context that comprehensive considerations in psychological, pedagogical, and socio-eco-cultural aspects have been reemphasized. Here the ideas and spirits of reconstructed phyllosophy of education are readdressed. The great oughts derived from religious creeds as well as values of the national ideals of Pancasila, academic values derived from science and technology, diversified students needs, and Indonesian socio-eco-cultural potentials are coherently considered in developing the 2013 Curriculum.

Further the national curriculum documents were comprehensively developed to include: exit standard of education; curriculum framework and structures; and standards of content, process, and assessment. To facilitate instructional process at school level teachers’ handbooks as well as students’ book are designed to be developed and managed at national level. So it does for preparing national trainer of master teachers who will work with teachers in each of school cluster for school-based in–house training. Other supporting schemes designed to facilitate curriculum implementation at school level are improving school leadership and management through the enhancement of school-based management introduced so far.

4. THE PROFILE OF CURRICULUM IMPROVEMENT FOR INDONESIA’S NEW ERA

The development of the 2013 Curriculum is basically the improvement of the 2006 Curriculum to suit to new challenges for future Indonesian education approaching a 100 year Indonesian independence in 2045. Therefore the process of curriculum development follows the assessment of the existing 2006 Curriculum. The whole process is depicted in the following Figure.
Figure 5. Conceptual Framework for Developing Exit Competencies

The Exit Competency Standard (Standar Kompetensi Lulusan = SKL) is a minimum requirement for students to fulfill at each level of schooling exit criteria. Hierarchically, it relate to all of the essences of the national educational goals pronounced exhaustively in the National Educational Act No. 2/2003. The Exit Competency functions as a criteria for scalling down the essence of education and the formulatin of each School Level and Grade Level Core Competencies or CC (Kompetensi Inti or KI), and Basic Competencies or BC (Kompetnsui Dasar or KD)

Derived from the Exit Competency Standar or ECS) (Standar Kompetensi Lulusan-SKL) the CC consists of four clusters of psycho-social aspects interact interdependently and coherently to produce integrated desirable personal qualities, i.e: (After Ministry of National Education and Culture:2012):

Cluster One: spiritual-based affective competencies to deal with ability of individual to accept, internalize, and apply all goodness derived from religius creed and norms.

Cluster Two: socio-cultural-related affective competencies to deal with the ability of individual to accept, internalize, and apply all goodness derived from the great oughts Pancasila (The Five Principles) in related environment.

Cluster Three: knowledge-based competencies to deal with abilities of individual to recognize, comprehend, apply, analyze, evaluate: natural, social, cultural, political, technological dimensions of life at local, national, and international spheres.

Cluster Four: skills-based competencies to do with intelectual, social, and kinestetic abilities i.e: observe, question, associate, apply, present, reason, create, read, write, model, map out, modify, use, create: cooperate, and collaborate.

It looks that such competencies clustering has synthesized all taxonomy ideas of educational objectives, such as the earliest Bloom Taxonomy of Cognitive Domain (1956) and Revised Anderson Taxonomy of Cognitive Domain (2004), Katzwohl Taxonomy of Affective domain (1962); Sympson Psychomotor Domain (1967) and the newest 21St Century Skills.

The introduction of CC is intended to refocuss the whole dimension of all learning areas within the curriculum system to be consistent and coherent with the attainment of the Indonesion Educational goals. It was not the case in the 2006 Curriculum which instead of having CC as integrator of all curriculum and instructional processess, it held Competency Standard or CS (Standar Kompetensi=SK) of each of all learning areas as each subject catalyst for attaining the Exit Standard Competencies. It is argued that in order for curriculum to attain the 21st Century Schools missions, or promoting Indonesian education for 2045 challenges, decission on of CC is very strategic.

Conceptually and programatically, the whole curriculum organization and learning paradigm was described in the following Figure.
In the Indonesian National System of Education (Republic of Indonesia:2003) the terms stream, stage, and form of education are legally settled. There are three streams of education, i.e. formal, nonformal, and informal education. Within the formal stream there are three stages of education, i.e. primary school education to include primary school and middle school; high school education to include general high school and vocational high school, and higher education, to include university, institute, and academy. It is for all formal education that curriculum improvement is promoted, with special emphasis on school education, i.e. primary school, middle school, general high school, and vocational high school.

The above Figure illustrates a national coherent curriculum design focusing on the development of individual learners’ competencies. Competencies dealing with factual, conceptual, procedural, and metacognitive dimensions are progressively and spirally developed and articulated since primary school up to university levels within the context of the expanding community orientation beginning with family up to universally world contexts. Here a mixed progressivism and socio reconstructionism mindsets are reemphasized. It is understood that in pursuing the future Indonesian young productive generation to approach the 2045 Indonesian era, such mixed mindsets are highly reconsidered. However, it is not to mean that perennialism and essentialism mindsets are forgotten. Knowledge dimensions to deal with conceptual, procedural, and metacognitive aspects, which are considered the core education content derived from academic traditions and well-tested values are included hierarchically in progressive degrees of sophistication along the stage of educations. Again, here a reconstructed philosophy of education is revisited and reinforced.

To come up with the stages of the Curriculum 2013 implementation, the following Grand Design has been proposed and reconsidered further.
The process of curriculum improvement includes a developmental processes to include curriculum planning, curriculum implementation, and curriculum evaluation, a common standard of curriculum development we all recognised (Saylor and Alexander;1976). Curriculum planning stage to produce all curriculum documents, learning resources, and teacher training programs are being finalized at the national level. For implementation a decision has been proposed by the Ministry to begin with 30% of primary school’s grade One, and Four; all middle schools for Grade Seven; and all high School’s Grade X, throughout Indonesia.

All related legal underpinning aspects to include the revisions of Government Regulation No. 19/2005 and all related Ministry Regulations to deal particularly with National Standards of Education, and curriculum are being done by related government institutions at national levels. It is expected that all needed frameworks and facilitating components will get approved and publicly affirmed in the middle of the year 2013.

5. **CONCLUDING REMARKS**

1. A curriculum can be considered as apportionally modifiable ideas, plan, and reality.
2. For Indonesian education to catch up with current scientific and technological progresses as well as changing Indonesian society’s needs, the central government’s efforts to continually improve the school curricula have been undergone recently.
3. The new curricula are expected to fulfill the Middle Range National Development Plan mission which call for revisiting all the better thoughts and efforts to improve the existing 2006 school-based curricula or the KTSP (Kurikulum Tingkat Satuan Pendidikan) curricula.
4. Foundational ideas and principles which could explain the why, what, how the improvement of the existing curricula are urgently needed. Conceptual analysis have been applied to look into all national foundational imperatives which call for improving school curricula as well as asking all national education stakeholders to enhance both national concern and collaboration for the bettermen of future Indonesian generation through building and implementing quality education, primarily that for schools.
5. The development of the 2013 Curriculum is basically the improvement of the 2006 Curriculum to suit to new challenges for future Indonesian education approaching a 100 year Indonesian independence in 2045.
6. The process of curriculum improvement includes a developmental processes to include curriculum planning, curriculum implementation, and curriculum evaluation. At curriculum planning stage all curriculum documents have been produced; learning resources, and teacher training programs are being finalized at the national level.
7. For implementation the Curriculum a decision has been proposed by the Ministry to begin with 30% of primary school’s grade One, and Four; all middle schools for Grade Seven; and all high School’s Grade X, throughout Indonesia.
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